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I. INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of work carried out at the Hughes
Research Laboratories during the period 24 July 196Z through 24 October
196Z on the measurement of rf noise generation by a high-beam-density
electrostatic ion engine. The program is being SUDported by [_TASA
Contract NAS 8-862.
The primary objective of this progi'._m is to determine analytically
and experimentally the power spectrum of noise generated by electrical
propulsion devices, with emphasis on the cesium ion engine being de-
veloped at Hughes under NASA Contract NAS 5-517. This information is
important for the design of flight test telemetry and space vehicle com-
munication systemf which require a minimum of interference with on-
board and ground-based receivers.
Previous work under this contract included an analytical determi- m
nation of noise generated in neutralized ion beams by various mechanisms.
In addition, investigations were made on a typical annular ring cesium
i ion engine over the frequency range of 38 to 2200 Me. The tests yielded
no measurable noise output from the ion beam itself, although rf radi-
ation as a result of low level periodic arcing across the engine insulators
was observed. It was concluded that the noise output from the ion beam
would be below typical receiver noise levels in all cases considered.
This report summarizes the experimental as well as analytical
work during the past report period. The results of tests made on a
Penning engine and the analytical study of noise growth mechanisms on
an ion beam indicate that noise interference to receivers aboard future
: electrically propelled spacecraft will probably exist if the receiver
carrier frequency is located near the electron plasma or cyclotron
_ frequencies. (See Appendix. )
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-- II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
Two different t)rpes of engines were investigated, the Penning
discharge engine and the annular ring cesium ion engine. All testing
was performed in the cylindrical metallic test chamber described in
the previous reFort. Investigations were performed in the frequency
range of 38 to ZZ00 Mc by employing a stub antenna ior cf reception
inside the test chamber.
"1n_. annular ring cesium ion engines investigated had a de 3igned ®
perveance of 160 and 202 npervs, respectively. In an effort to obtain
data on engines operating at higher current densities, tl_e higher per-
veance ring engine was operated at 5.4 kV with a current density of about
9.9 mA/cm z and a beam density of approximately 7 x 109 ions/cm 3. This
0.71-kW beam had considerably more power with increased density over
the beams investigated during the previous quarter. The 160-nperv engine
had a neutralizer; however, the beam of the 202-nperv engine was neutra-
liz,:d by exter_.,al gas within the chamber.
During the past period texts were initiated on an electron bombard-
ment (Penning) engine operating with xenon. The engine was tested under
four beam current conditions ranging from 25 to 200 mA. The current
densities of these engine tests were less than those of the cesium ion
engines because of the much large lxhaust area empleyed.
i
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Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Ion En_incs
As reported previously for earlier engine designs, an arcing
pheromenon around insulator terminals existed and produced a noise
spectrum from 90 to 300 Mc. However, with an._mproved engine de-
sign there was no measurabic_ noise povcer observed on either of the
aanular ring engines tested.
The higher perveance engine did not have a heutralizer; however,
' the 160 nperv engine did. This engine was tested over a neutralizer
current lange of 0 to 125 mA. No noise power was observed as a func-
: tion of the neutralizer current in any of the te_ts becau=e the predomi-
: nant neutralizing agent probably comes from the residual gas within the
chamber.
B. Pennin_ Discharge Engine
I The Penning engin_ was observed under four different operating
condition _. All of the pertinent engine parameters are summarized in
Table I for each of four beam current conditions. It can be seen that
:- the calculated and measured rf radiation at the electron cyclotron fre-
" quency agree within 6_0. Noise peaks were also observed at the elec-
: , tron plasma frequency; however, agreement between theory and measure-
( mentis rather marginal forthe 100 and 145 mA cases, Some of the
!_ z o calculations for the 25 mA case have been deleted because the magnetic
field was not measured. In addition to the above described noise, a few
other noise peaks were observed over the spectrum. (See F',g. I.) This
: phenomenon is unexplainable at the present time but will be investigated
further in the next report period.
1 These preliminary measurements indicate tha + the Penning engine
car. be expected to radiate noise in the frequency spectrum near the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency and possibly near the electron plasma frequency.
:
Experimental investigations to date indicate that the Penning engine will
probably generate a great deal more noise interference for space corn-
munications receivers than the cesium ion engine.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Investigations to date on cesiurr, -on engines h_ve exhibited no
noise from the ion beam in the 38 to 2200 Mc spectrum. However,
initi_l tests of a Penning engine have exhibited noise radiation in t.e
vi,_inityof the electron cyclotron frequency and the electron plasma
frequency. In addition, analytical studies of a possible noise growth
mechanism in a narrow band about the electron plasma frequency do
indicate that it may be possible to generate rf interference. Therefore,
communications systems should probably be operated above the cyclo-
tron and plasma frequencies. In this higher frequency range there is
a definite reduction in plasma noise, and the Lonductive properties of
the plasma will have less effect on antenna pat:erns.
: [
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V. PLANS FOR NEXT PERIOD
During the next quarter mor_ data wiil be obtained on noise
generation in the 38 to ZZ00 Mc band. Efforts will be made to perform
tests iuring neutralizer operation under pulsed beat-, conditions. If
available, engines with higher currents and particle de.ns_4tieswillbe
investigated.
Additional tests "-':'_,,:,also be made on the Penning englne with
emphasis on aoise radiation as a function of the magnetic field a_,d ether
peltinent engine parameters.
{
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FAPPENDIX- RF NOISE GROW'I H RADIATION FROM
A NEUTRAL iON BEJ_M
The plasma beam ejected from most ion engine_ consists of
essentially monoenergetic ions and of electrons with a spread of veloci-
ties. A double stream instability may develop, the exact nature of which
depends on the precise form of the electron velocity distribution relative
to that of the ions. In the simplified plasma model considered, conditions
near the exhaust plane of a typical cesiu,--. ,Lanular ring ion engine can
exhibit this instability; hence, an rf growth of noise may de,'elnp, the
instability car. cause maximum amplification at the electron plasma fre-
I quency with a decreasing level of broad-band wave growth as the fre-
quency separation below the plasma frequency is increased. Above the
plasma frequency the noise grc_,th drops off very rapidly with frequency.
| As shown by Louisell and Pierce, 1 power flow in plasma beam
t_ devices exists in two forms of kinetic and Ifenergy electremagnetic.
one considers a conventional plasma in which ail the displa-.ement cur-
rent is in the _ame direction as the convection current, then there will
be nc net current flow in this direction because of the capacitive effect
of the space-charge flow. That is, the displacement current will have
an opposite sense to the convection curreat due to the restoring force
effect by the space-charge field. Therefore, H will be zero and, if the
electric field generated hy the conversion of longitudinal wave energy of
bunched charges is purely longitudinal, the electromagnetic power flow,
i. e. , the h_oynting vector, will be zero. This is "-he condition of the
ion beam downstream from the engine exhaust plane, which renders it
unfavorable for rf ne_se radiation, In addition, conditions along the ion
beam far downstream are also unfavorable for the existence of instability
growth phenomena. This is because *he probable thermal ve.ocity dis-
tributions of the ions and electrons are superimposed to the extent that
the composite velocity distribution does not exhibit the double peaked m__
characteristic shape necessary for the well known double stream growth
mechanis_n.
- -- i J.l .L
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When the beam diameter is of the order of a plasma wavelength
or less, however, as will be the case in the vicinity cf thc engine ex-
haust plane, the plasma stream of space-charge waves appears as a
linear source of multiple oscillatlng dipole charges aligned in the di-
rection of charge flow. This effect exhibits a relativeiv strong dzrec-
tiopal field transverse to the beam with a negligible compr, nent parallel
to the beam; hence, the longitudinal component of the displacement cur-
rent is negligible. Therefore, since the displacement and convection
currents are not equal, electromagnetic power can flow in the form of
a surface wave along the plasma outer surface. Thu following equatlcns
and calculations are b__sed on this line of reasening.
l
A. RF PROPAGATION
For electromagnetic power to flow or propagate it is necessary )
that the subject waves possess a Poynting flux. This requires that the
electric field contain a component transverse to the direction of propa-
gation. Hence, the presence of a transverse dc magnetic field or the
beam spreading mecha=-/sm of the neutralizing electrons within the ex-
hau__t plasma of an ion engine might couple the .motion of the longitudinally
oscillating charge into a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal field
and the propagation vector. This transport phenomenon would then ex-
hibit a transverse component of the longitudina] electric field. Feznstein
;
and Sen Z have shown that the ratio of these field intensities in the pres-
ence of a static magn, tic field may be approximately equated as follows:
Z
Etransverse -_ I-_"_ ' (1)
Elongitudinal
whe r e
v - electron velocity in the longitudinal directionz
c =- velocity of light in vacuum i
9
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W_c = cyclotron radian frequency corresponding to the applied
magnetic field
- radian frequency of the propagating rf disturbance
lhe case with n:) static magnetic field (as with the ion engines under
study) but ,:_itha component of me.ss velocity transverse to the direc-
tion of wave propagation gives rise to a corresponding motion on the
part of the bunched charge which serves to generate a transverse elec-
tr_e field. I-he ratio of these field intensities may be approximated as
follow s ":
2
,vz,] _ --- =kV_-I ' (Z)_L
._ whe re
v m Kv transverse component of the electron velocity
y z
k -=: proportionality constant
The ave:'age electromagnetic power S radiated from the outer
surzace of th_ plasma in the direction of beam flow may be equated as
follo_vs:
2
1 1 ET
S = _ ETH T - 2 Z ' (3)
O
where Z o is the characteristic wave impedance of£ree space. For the
ion engines to be conJidered in this analysis, it will be assumed that
there is no dc magnetic field present. Hence, by combining (2) and (3)
a general relationship for the rf power radiated as a function of the
longitudinal space charge fluctuation field may be stated as follows:
4
S = 2"_olk 2 [___z} EL2" watts/unit area (4)
10
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Equation (4) indicates that only a very small fraction of the longitudinal
fluctuation field energy ma,r he converted into electromagnetic radiation,
since for nonrelativistic beams Vz/C << 1.0 and for most engines k < 1.0.
B. NOISE GROWTH
In the previous discussion (4) was derived with no emphasis as
to whether the longitudinal field E L exhibited growth. When the value
of the relative velocity between ions and electrons in _ hot plasma ex-
ceeds a certain limit, instability may exist, and growing longitudinal
space-charge waves may occur. 3 As the relative velocity is increased !
beyond this threshold of instability, the growing waves occur first at
long wavelengths since the velocity is small. 4 Howeve r, exponentially
growing wave's cannot exist unless the derivative of the composite ve-
locity distribution of the charged plasma particles has more than one
zero. This is the well known two-stream growth mechanism. Hence,
fo£ the purpose of discussion it can be assumed that the ions are
stationary relative to the low-energy n£utralizing electrons with ve-
locity Vz; the wavelength Zw/_ of the fluctuations and their frequency
(possibly complex) obey the simplified dispersion relation
Z Z
_pi _pe
-7 + =I (s)
[, _ (_Vz. _)Z '
where _pi and t_pe are the ion and electron radian plasma frequencies,
.. respectively. In an effort to simplify the mathematical solution, eq. (5)
is written with the assumption that the electrons are monoenergetic.
This assumption may be justified since the velocity distributions of the
: ions and electrons are well separated. From this equation, the growth
rate of longitudinal fluctuations maximizes at the electron plasma fre-
, quency, i.e., when _v z = epe, as shown by Buneman. 5 The initial '
coulomb field fluctuation energy will therefore build up exponentially
T to the level of the dlrected drift energy. This energy growth will be of
i
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local nature provided the ions and electrons are drifting in the same
I direction. The initiallongitudinal reference coulomb fieldmay be re-
lated as follows0:
[
Z = 1.44 x 10"7 (N)z/3 (C)
__ where Nis the electron density. Therefore, the longitudinal field mag-
.. _itude of the growing oscillation may be obtained from the following:
,_ m
Z Z -r
_: E L = E e (7)
i o '
where the growth factor of the fluctuation energy is defined as 6
1/3
T= 6k---_
and
A = mass number of the ions
kp - plasma wavelength
z -= distance downs_tream which encompasses the local growth
disturbance
6 = characteristic root of the dispersion equation signify-_ng
gain
Substitution of (7) into (4) yields a final relationship for the amount of rf
power radiated by a surface wave generated by a noise growth mechanism.
This electromagnetic powf.r then becomes
L
i
E z e 19)
S = _"_ ° o
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Appreciable growth will be exhibited in a relatively narrow
frequency band about the electron plasma frequency with quite a notice-.
able selectivity effect occurring with a corresponding increase in growth.
This is graphically illustrated in Fig. Z for t vo drift conditions -- over
distances of 10 and 50 plasma periods. Space permitting, the fluctuation
energy can be built up to the level of the drift energy. At this level the
maximum growth factor -max of the fluctuation energy becomes 6
E
1"ma _
L,
where E is the externally applied field. Thus, the maximum rf powe_
radiated becomes
Smax = _ _ |-_-I o e max (11)%
C. APPLICATION
A quantltative calculation of the expected rf radiation from an
annular ring cesium ion engine will be made in the vicinity of the ex-
haust plane. In Fig. 3 a model sketch of the ion beam geometry near
the exhaust plane is shown. Two examples of rf radiation will be con-
sidered, first in the vicinity of the neutralizer electrode and then or the
exit side of the exhaust plane. The engine tested was designed for a
perveance of 160 npervs. The fo]lowing are some of the pertinent engine
parameters necessary in calculating the electromagnetic radiatioa:
I
f = 640 Mc
pe{
N = 5 x 1015 ions or electrons/m 3
v z = 1.325 x 106 m/sec
kp = 0.207 cm
: a
1
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:_ Fig. 2. Relative growth curves as a function of the local drift
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1, E ° = 4.26 x 103 V/m
Z = 377
o
k = 0.5 for the thermal electrons
In the neutralizing region, electrons will be dispersed quite
rapidly in the ion stream near each of four" electrodes. If the crcss-
sectional area of the generation of the surface wave is assumed to be
approximately one debye wavelength deep at the periphery of the coaxial
beam near each of the four electrodes, then the radiated electrom_.gnetic
power from (9) becomes approximately -80 dBm at the electron plasma
frequenc F of 640 Mc. However, at frequencies displaced more than 5_0
from the plasma freque_.:y, the power level has droppod belcw -85 dBm.
Also, since this source of rf radiation comes from withia the engine,
_ there will be a certain amount of isolation between this directed radi-
ation and the receiving antenna aboard the space vehicle. Hence, the
noise power level (due to the growth mechanism in the electrode region)
at the ship's antenna would probably be -100 dBm or less in the vicinity
of the plasma frequency.
In the region external to the plasma engine the beam diameter no
longer will appear as a thin stream in terms of plasma wavelengths;
hence, no electromagnetic power will be able to propagate as previously
discussed. In addition, the thermal velocity distributions of the ions
and electrons probably will be superimposed such that the two stream
growth mechanism cannot exist, That is, the double peaked composite
distribution will not be easily defined. However, if by some disturbance
or perturbation the growth of energy can exist and prc,pagate, the maxi-
mum radiated electromagnetic power from (I I)would be approxnnately
-31 dBm also peaked at the'same electron plasma frequency. This
local growth would occur over about 58 plasma wavelengths along the
beam. However, at frequencies more than 5_0 displaced from the plasma
frequency the power level would be below -60 dBm.
t
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D. SUMMARY
! The theory presented for the rf generation from a noise growth
mechanism on the ion beam indicates that electromagnetic radiation within
a neutralized beam will appear over -, relatively narrow bandwidth about
the electron plasma frequency. This condition can exist if the velocity
distributions of the ions and electrons are sufficiently separated that the
composite velocity distribution exhibits a double peaked characteristic;
this condition may possibly be realized if the ions are assumed to be
relatively stationary with respect to the low energy electrons. However,
it should be noted that the theory developed here does not take into ac-
count the electron velocity distribution but rather has assumed that the
electron velocity is single valued. This velocity distribution is not at
all well known in present plasma engines.
. In the examples given, the results indicate that this type of rf noise
would probably interfere with present day space communications receivers
which operate with wide open front ends in the vicinity of the electron
_ plas x_a _requency. However_ receivers with command decoder circuits.
: operating with some form of modulation coding p_ohably would not be
; affected by any beam noise pre3ent as long as the selected receiver
carrier frequency is different from the plasma frequen-:y.
4 i
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